LIFTING A VEHICLE WITH A 2-POST LIFT

Equipment:
- Personal protective equipment (PPE)
- Vehicle lifting equipment

Procedure:
CAUTION: When lifting a vehicle, always use proper lifting equipment and observe all safety precautions.

CAUTION: Identification of proper lifting points is extremely important. Damage caused by improper lifting can be severe. Common sense, along with an understanding of vehicle construction and vehicle supporting techniques, must be used in each repair instance.

CAUTION: Never crawl under a vehicle held up only by a jack, either hydraulic or pneumatic. Always use safety stands to support the vehicle.

1. Wear PPE while performing the procedures on this job sheet.
2. Using service information, locate a procedure for lifting a vehicle. Make sure the procedure is appropriate for the make and model of the vehicle. Have the instructor check the box to approve the procedure.
3. Describe the steps needed to properly lift a vehicle using a 2-post lift

________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Be certain that the instructor approves the procedure and checks this box before you begin operating the lifts.

Student is able to use the above procedures, to lift a vehicle safely.